ABSTRACT. Spector [l3] has proven that the hyperarithmetic sets H Ax) and H Ax) have the same Turing degree iff \a\ = |è|. Y. Moschovakis has bat the sets /_ a proven that the sets H {x) under many-one reducibility for \a\ = y and a e Q a have nontrivial reducibility properties if y is not of the form a + 1 or a + cu for any ordinal a. In particular, he proves that there are chains of order type o and incomparable many-one degrees within these Turing degrees. In
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In Chapter III, we prove that if y is also not of the form a + o> for some ordinal a, then there is no minimal many-one degree of the form H (x) '" this We assume familiarity with the notions of many-one (one-one) reducibility of A to B and denote this by A <m B (A <1 B) [10] and til]. Similarly, we write A <T B if A is Turing reducible to B [7] , i.e., A is recursive in B [5] . Degrees will refer to the equivalence classes of sets indistinguishable under a specified 2 G. C. NELSON reducibility and we denote, for example, the many-one degrees of A by [A] .
We let 0 denote the set of constructive ordinal notations of Kleene [3] or [6] . As in [8] , if 3 • 5y e 0, then we denote fyi(tf0) by y . For b in 0, there is associated a unique ordinal denoted by |f>| which is defined inductively on 0 as |l| = 0, |2y| = \y\ + 1, and |3 • 5y| = lim ,Jy |. We assume familiarity with the relation a <Q b for a, b in 0.
The next two theorems are proven in [3] and are basic to our constructions. Our concern in this paper is to study the hyperarithmetic predicates of the form H (x) with a e 0 under many-one reducibility. By a well-known result of Spector [13]» Ha(x) and Hb(x) with a, b in 0 have the same Turing degree iff |«| = \b\. Earlier, Davis [l] had proven that Ha(x) and Hb(x) are recursively isomorphic if |a| = \b\ < cù . Y. Moschovakis in [8] proved that even though Ha(x) and H Ax) are Turing equivalent, they need not be recursively isomorphic and, moreover, since < and <, are the same relation on H(x) [8] that Spector's result is the best possible under these notions of reducibility.
Moschovakis* results in [8] prove most useful for our more extensive study of the many-one reducibilities between Wfl(x) for |a| = y and we state his fundamental definition and theorem. Now let £(y) be the set of many-one degrees of #a(*) w"h |a| = y partially ordered by < . Moschovakis, in [8] , proves the following results. Theorem 1.6. £(y) and ¿-(cl + y) are isomorpbic as partially ordered sets for a. < (û., y < <ù. (a. the first nonconstructive ordinal).
Theorem 1.7. // a> < y < a>. and y is principal for addition, then £(y) contains chains of order type w. and incomparable elements under < , where co is the first nonconstructive ordinal.
It follows from these results that if J-(y) contains more than a single element, then y = a + ß for some ß > w , ß a principal number for addition, and ¿(y) and £(/3) are isomorphic. Thus, in order to study the structure of =L(y) for all y, it suffices to study £(/S) for ß > <i> , ß principal for addition.
Before we proceed to our main results, we prove the following result which is implicit in [8] . 
CHAPTER II. UNIVERSAL £(y)
In this chapter we prove a main result of this paper, namely Theorem 2.1. // y is any principal number ¡or addition with a> < y < (o., then i-(y) is universal as a partially ordered set, i.e., any countable partially ordered set S can be embedded in *-(y).
Once this is established, the following is immediate using Theorem 1.6. Now by the recursion theorem we can find an e such that, for all r and a, \e\(r, a) = /(e, r, a). Let F(r, a) = \e\(r, a) = /(e, r, a), and since /(e, r, a) is primitive recursive so is F{r, a).
We show (i)-(v) hold for all set) by ordinal induction on |a|.
(i) If \a\ < co, then F(r, a) = a € 0. If a = 2(i°°) then F(r, a) = l^^J e 0 since F(r, (a)Q) e G. If a' = 3 • 5°, then F(r, S(ay, ûy+i))e C since |8(a , a j)| < |a'|, and it is easy to show !g(e, r, a)\(jQ) <Q ¡g(e, r, a)\((j + 1)Q) and hence 3-5g(e' r' a) = F(r, a ') e 0.
(ii) Suppose for all t, \r\U) = 0. Clearly, |F(r, a)| = |a| if |a| < û). |F(r, 2a)| = |F(r, a)| + 1 = |a| + 1 = |2a|, since |a| < |2a|. Suppose «'-3 • 5°; since l«0l < la'l' lS(ay> ay+i)l < a'we have lF(r' ao)l = K'' lF(r> S(ay a,+ i))l = \8(a ., a. j)|. Consequently, one shows easily Thus, |F(r, a )| < \a |.
(v) is trivial.
Suppose tQ equals the least t such that iri(r) ^ 0. We define q using the recursion theorem on the partial recursive function f(z, a) defined as follows: We now define inductively a recursive function f(n, t) (depending upon b and a Gödel number e of a partial recursive function) such that for each n and t, f(n, t) £ 0 and 1 <0 /(«, f). Moreover, we will define y¿ = ^Qt.0f(h 0 and c = 3 • 5C = Sfl00 y.. The construction will require that the "growth" of Sei determine the relative size of c. with respect to b., i.e., for each i we require for k. = max!/, Ui(0), •• •, UKOl that |fc.| < |&. | < \e\ < \b | + o>2 ■ (i + 1) for each i.
This is accomplished as follows, letting a be a fixed notation for <u: f(n, 0) = F(rn, 8(bn_v bn)\ where \rj(t) = 0 iff (z)(t')(.[z<n A t'<t /\TAe,z, t')] -(.U(t') < n)).
f{n, t) = a if TAe, n, t) V (T Ae, n, t) A U(t) < n).
fin, t) = F(rln, 8(bk , i>|c|(n))) if TAe, n, t) A Vit) >bA^< 17(f), where k^maxiWit'y.t'^t MEz<n)TAe,'z, t')\ U M) and !r¿|(x) = 0 iff (z)(f')([f'<x Az<» A Tj(e, 2, f ')3 -• Wit ') < Aj)).
/(«, f) = a otherwise.
After fin, z) = Fir}, 8ib, , He\i ))) f°r some z and /' > 0, we proceed as follows for t > z (otherwise continue as above).
fin, i) = aifir'ja)=0.
fin, f)= F(r'n+1,S(èfe , í>je¡(n)))if t is the first t such that \r'Jit) ¿ 0 and *. ! <!<?!(«), where fc.+ 1 = maxi(/(f'): f'< f A (Em < n)TAe,m, t) AVit')>k.\ and ¡r;'+1!(*)=0iff(2)(f')([f'<* A z<« A T,(e, z, t ')] -(Í7(f ') < k. .)). \8(bi_v b.)\ by Theorem 2.2, since jr.|(í)= 0 holds for all Z. If \e\(i) is undefined, then f(i, t) = a for all Z > 0 and thus (2)¿ holds. If iei(z') is defined, then for some unique t', Tj(e, i, t') and (Z(z') = ¡ei(z'). If |ei(z) < »', then /(z, z) = a for all r > 0 and again (2). holds. If ieRz) > i, then U(t') > i = ktf \r}\(x) = 0
for all x, and thus |/(z, z')| = |5(e¿J ejej(¿))| from which (1)¿ follows since f(i, t) =a for t 4 0 and Z ^ t'.
Suppose i < ». ,; then ! ri(z) ¡¿ 0 for some Z since there is a z < i such that |e}(z) = n._ j > z. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, |/(z, 0)| < <o • a , for some a . Suppose ie!(z) is not defined; then f(i, t) = a for Z > 0 and consequently (4). holds. Suppose |eî(z) < »,-_ ,¡ then let Z be the smallest Z such that, for some z < z, Tj(e, z, z) A í/(z) > Í ei(z'). Let Z. be the unique Z such that Tj(e, », z). If iel(z') < z, then f(i, z) = a for all Z > 0 since íe|(z) < i < ky; thus (4); holds. Suppose now i < \ ei(z') < n._ , If z'< tf, then !e'(z) < * , /(z, t) = a for all Z > 0, and (4)f. holds. If t. < t', then ¿j < \e\(i), \r'.\(t') A 0, and |/(z, Z.)| < ta • qx for some a . by Theorem 2.2. For any r1. defined before f(i, Z ) is defined, it is clear that \r'Mt ) ¡¿ 0 and hence |/(z, z)| < <u • a for some q and each Z < Z by Theorem 2.2. However, f(i, t') = a since ¡eS(z)< U(t')<n._l and thus it follows that f(i, t) = a for all Z > z'and (4)¿ holds.
Suppose z < n¿_, and n._. < fei(z'). As above, it follows that |/(z, 0)| < o ' q . for some q.. Let z' now be the smallest Z such that, for some z < i, TAe, z, z') and U(t') = n._ . Let Zf be that unique Z such that TA_e, i, z). If be a Gödel number of f~ (x). By Lemma 2.6 the result is immediate.
The following lemma allows us to relate other results about Turing degrees of r.e. sets to My). In order to show X(o> ) is universal, one follows essentially the same sequence as above but the basic construction is much easier.
Let a be a fixed element of G such that \a\ = co. We write a • k for Then G(ex) < G(e2), and Wl <T W2 implies G(e¿ < G(e2).
Proof. Clearly, by 2.8, G(ex) < G(é>2) since ln.s0\eA(i) < 2"=0\e2\(i). If G(<?2) ^ G(ej), then W2 <T Wl by 2.10. Hence, the result follows.
Clearly now, the same proof as above for y > tu' holds, using Lemmas 2.8- Likewise, the analogous conditions are to hold for a = 3 • 5 = 2.q._q cl, and some strictly increasing recursive function / is).
Suppose that we have constructed a and c satisfying the above. Conditions higher priority than condition z, we write z < y.
The purpose of this priority assignment is to well-order the most interesting conditions we need to satisfy.
In the construction of a , c below we will always attempt to satisfy all conditions z with higher priority than condition y before satisfying condition y. However, at any given stage s it is not possible to deter- (2)a ((2)c), often denoted by (a, x) ((c, x)). We let the priority assignment on growth of c to \b \. When p(2s) = (a, x) (p(2s) = (c, x)) we are attempting to make \y \ (|a |) large if all conditions of priority higher than (a, x) / (2s) r{2s) ((c, x)) diverge at stage 2s (Definition 3.4) and \y \< co2 i\a \ < co2), / (2s) T(2s) otherwise.
It will follow by iteration of Case 2, Subcase 2 with pi2s) = (a, x) and all conditions of priority higher than (a, x) diverging at stage 2s that \c \ will eventually become larger than |afxi(")l ^ W ¡s a strictly increasing function; thus, assuring condition (a, x), i.e , (2) • The crucial assumption that \b \><o and \b \ is principal for addition assures us that, for infinitely many m, |S(¿m_., bm)\ > co ; this together with the fact that when we discover a f such holds for all Z, it follows that \c, | < |ai j., .| is false, i.e., condition (a, x) is true. If (*) does not hold for all z, then not all elements of priority higher than (a, x). diverge at stage 2s2 or not all elements of priority higher than (c, from Ga (G-, Da, Dp. "
The next lemma enumerates some of the basic properties of the above construction and is useful in justifying results about the construction. Fa wz'iè / < ft a*oes «of belong to F", and x e Ga.
(ii) 7/ (x, ft) is placed in Fa, fee« every (x, ;') z'n U sFa also belongs to is first placed in Fa" where s < s"< s. By (ii) at s", it follows that (x, y) £ Fa"
and by (iii) at s", y < j. Since y is the largest number k such that (x, k) £ Fa_.
by Case 2 conditions, (x, /) must be removed from Fa for some s , s < s < s-1 and we assume s2 < s -1 is the largest number such that (x, /) is removed from Fa . By (i) at stage s , (x, y) i Fa . Consequently, (x, y) must be placed in
Fa for some s , s < s < s -1 but then by (ii) at stage s , (x, /) £ F" , contrary to our choice of s.. Thus, (x, /') £ Fa,. In addition, it follows that (x, y) belongs to Fa,for all s", s < s < s -1, since if (x, y) is removed from Fa", s < s"< s-1, then it must be placed in F"»,, s < s < s -1, for some s'", and by the last part of (ii) at s'", there is a k > y such that (x, k) £ Fa,". We restate a result which occurs in the proof of Lemma 3.1. The second assertion is now obvious.
Below 7a (-1) is to be interpreted by 0. Consequently, (c, z) secures i for a at stage 2s.
For the next lemma recall the convention in the construction that when we define l\s(x) -j, this means for all k < x, ¡2s(k) = ¡2s_ ¿k) and for all k > x, /as(¿) -; + (*-x).
Lemma 3.6. // sQ<s, p(2s)< p(2s ") = (a, x), ana", for all s ' with s0<s'<s, p(2s ') <p (a, x), then for all k < x /^(fc) = f^ (¿). // sQ < s, p(2s) < (2s0) = (c, x + 1), and, for all s ' with sQ< s' <s, p(2s')< (c, x + 1), then for all k<x, Ia. (k) = Ia (k). The lemma follows easily from the above facts.
A fundamental result concerning the construction is the following are always increasing functions of x, p(2s) = (a, x ) implies for some j., j that 72s(x') = /j and ¡"ix') = J2, and p(2s) = (c, x') implies for some j v f2 that
about writing f2six ) = /j.)
Proof. These results are easily checked for s =0. For 2s' e Qc, we have |yfe| < w • k2s, for ft = /c(2s') since (x, y) e Fas#, P(2s ') <p (a, x), i.e., iEt)( s2jKp(2s '), 2s ')i(f) ¿ 0. Clearly, any 2s 'f2s0 < 2s < 2 • (s -1) such that for some x p(2s ) = (a, x') belongs to Q by our choice of 2sQ. We claim ftc(2s, ycs -1) = 2s Q since p(2s ) = (a, x) and 72s (x) = ycs -1. Suppose for some 2s', 2sQ < 2s'< 2 • (s -1), p(2s)= (a, x') and iiu, y) = iu, ucs,_ j)) and, hence, (a, u) <p (a, x) He, u) <p (a, x)) since |a!(y) converges and the elements (z, za,_ j) = (z, zap ((z, zp _ j) = (z, z^)), (a, z) > (a, x) He, z) > (a, x)) have the property that \z\iza, ) i\z\izc, )) diverge.
By the construction at Case 2, stage s'even, pis ) has priority the same or lower than that of (a, u) He, u)) and, thus, pis')< ia, x). By Lemma 3.1(a) any element (z, /) placed in Fa, (Fp) must satisfy (a, z) < pis')< (a, x) ((c, z) < p(s )); thus, no element of priority higher than (a, x) is placed in Fa, ÍFC,). Suppose now that 2s is the smallest stage larger than 2s. as above such that 7 is secured for c by p(2s) = (a, z'). By Lemma 3.9, p(2s) = (a, z') < (c, z).
By induction the results hold. Q.E.D.
By Lemma 3-10 we obtain immediately the next result.
Lemma 3.11. There is at most one stage 2s such that k is secured for a at stage 2s, Moreover, if k is secured ¡or a at stage 2s?, 7 z's secured for a at stage 2s?, and k < 7, then 2sa < 2sa. Similarly, for c.
Proof. Let 2s be the first stage at which some (c, z) secures k for a. By Lemma 3.10, it follows that only 7 > k + 1 are secured for a at a later stage 2s'.
Consequently, k is not secured at any stage 2s > 2s.
The second result follows by Lemma 3.10 since if 2sa. > 2sa, it follows that 7> k.
We make the following definition in view of Lemma 3.11.
Definition 3.5. If k is secured for a, then the unique stage 2s at which this happens is denoted by 2sf. Similarly, if k is secured for c, the unique stage 2s
at which this happens is denoted by 2sfe.
The following lemma is useful in establishing that every k is secured for c (a). The proof now proceeds by induction on 2s > 2sc such that p(2s) = (c, z). and since p(2sn) = (c, z), 2sQ < 2s -2, and by Lemma 3.4, for some 2s , 2sQ < 2s'< 2s -2, we have p(2s')= (a, z) and Q ¿0. Thus, 2sQ = 2s -2 and, hence, 72s(z) = 1°2s (z) = 7 + 1. Suppose Qc ¿ 0, then by the construction let 2s j be the smallest element of Qc such that p(2Sj) = (a, z) and let ft = lc,¡¡ (z), then /2s(z) = ft. We will show ft = 7 + 1. Since 2sQ < 2Sj < 2s, it follows that 2s = 2s0 + 2; for otherwise, p(2sQ + 1) = (a, z), (c, z) p> p(2sQ + 2) p> p(2s" + 1) = 36 G. C. NELSON (a, z), and, hence, p(2sQ + 2) = (c, z), contrary to our choice of 2sQ by Lemma 3.3. Thus, 2sQ + 2 = 2s, and, hence, since (z, C02s_j) fc" F°2s it follows that Case 1 holds at stage 2Sj. Thus, Ic2s = I\s _2 = l£# . Therefore, f%g (z) = Ie, (z) = 7 + 1 and, hence, ft = 7 + 1. Q.E.D. 0 We state here a fact whose proof is contained in the proof of Lemma 3.12 and finally the last result about the construction. ever, this case was treated in the paragraph immediately above. In the latter case at stage 2s ^ , + 1 all conditions of priority higher than (c, z + 1) diverge; thus, as above, p(s ') < (c, z + 1) for all s > 2sc ., Hence, ttz + 1 is the only number secured for c by (a, z) and, clearly, in either case (a, z) is true. Thus, the result holds.
We claim that (**) for every 2s > 2sc j such that p(2s) = (a, z) and r = /? (z) that every number 7, ttz + 1 < 7 < r, is secured for c by (a, z) at stage 2s? < 2s. Clearly, the result holds for 2s = 2sc , and suppose the result holds for all 2s ', 2s^ j < 2s ' < 2s, where p(2s) = (a, z). By Lemma 3.9, p(2s -2) < . Consequently, all elements of priority higher "0"' "0 than (c, z + 1) diverge at stage 2sQ and, hence, for all 2s > 2s , p(2s') < (a, z). Thus, (a, z) secures only finitely many ;' for c and by (**) above there is some r such that (a, z) secures j for c iff m + 1 < / < m + 1 + r.
Similarly, if at some stage 2s > 2s^ , an element (z, /' ) such that \z\ij ) diverges is first placed in F2 ,, then all elements of priority higher than (c, z + 1) diverge at stage 2s' + I and hence p(2s) < (a, z) for all 2s > 2s'. Hence, (a, z)
secures only finitely many / for c and by (**) at 2s', there is an r such that (a, z) secures / for c iff m + 1 < / < m + 1 + r.
We may now suppose that every element (z, /) which is placed in F2 has the property that \z\ij) converges and !z¡(/) > / + 1. Moreover, we can suppose z 4 G c iz 4 D c is established above). We assume these additional Hence,A2s0)< 7*and for 2s2, 2Sj < 2s2 < 2s, p(2s2)= (a.z) and /*= |*# iz).
Clearly, 2sc , < 2s, since 2sc , equals the smallest stage 2s' such that 2s > J ' 771 +1 -2 771+1
2s, and p(2s ') = (a, z) from the above. By (**), (a, z) secures each 7 with ttz + 1 < 7 < 7* for c at stage 2sf and by our inductive hypothesis each 7 with 7 < m + 1 is
